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Abstract. The paper describes how MIP-mapping and paging can be used to represent not only terrain imagery, but also 

terrain elevation. Previously the only things missing to implement Earth coverage were computing power, input/output 
bandwidth, graphics processing units (GPUs) and techniques to deal with large data sets. The article describes the rendering 
method that uses the GPU for most of the calculations. Modern graphics accelerators for personal computers allow you to 
solve problems that require the generation of images of the visual environment of photographic quality in real time. High-
quality visualization of large continuous spaces of 3D vegetation is one of the requirements when creating most land transport 
simulators, as well as many virtual reality applications. Representation of large forest spaces in the form of free-standing tree 
models that have an acceptable visual quality for close-up display from the observer, it is impossible due to the huge number 
of primitives required for visualization. The article proposes use parallel calculations in GPU to accelerate rendering. We 
successfully integrated proposed visualization method into the standard rendering pipeline. For considered tests the 
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application with GPU average ten times faster, than the version using only CPU. The proposed method takes into account the 
features of the architecture of modern GPUs and allows you to distribute the load on the display between the CPU and GPU. 
In this case, the method does not require significant resources for visualization. The implementation of the method showed that 
received speed in most cases is sufficient for the effective application of the method in computer games. The paper also 
proposes a method for high-quality visualization of large continuous spaces of 3D vegetation. 

Аннотація. У статті описується, як MIP-текстурування та пейджинг можуть бути використані для 
представлення не тільки зображень місцевості, але й висоти рельєфу місцевості. Раніше для реалізації покриття 
землі не вистачало лише обчислювальної потужності, пропускної здатності введення/виведення, графічних 
процесорів (GPU) і методів роботи з великими наборами даних. У статті описується метод візуалізації, який 
використовує графічний процесор для більшості обчислень. Сучасні графічні прискорювачі для персональних 
комп’ютерів дозволяють вирішувати задачі, що вимагають генерування зображень візуального середовища 
фотографічної якості в режимі реального часу. Якісна візуалізація великих безперервних просторів 3D рослинності є 
однією з вимог при створенні більшості симуляторів наземного транспорту, а також багатьох додатків віртуальної 
реальності. Представлення великих лісових просторів у вигляді окремо стоячих моделей дерев, які мають прийнятну 
візуальну якість для відображення з боку спостерігача крупним планом, неможливо через величезну кількість 
примітивів, необхідних для візуалізації. У статті пропонується використовувати паралельні обчислення в GPU для 
прискорення візуалізації. Ми успішно інтегрували запропонований метод візуалізації в стандартний конвеєр 
візуалізації. Для розглянутих тестів програма з GPU в середньому в десять разів швидше, ніж версія, що 
використовує тільки CPU. Запропонований метод враховує особливості архітектури сучасних графічних процесорів і 
дозволяє розподілити навантаження на дисплей між CPU і GPU. У цьому випадку метод не потребує значних 
ресурсів для візуалізації. Реалізація методу показала, що отриманої швидкості в більшості випадків достатньо для 
ефективного застосування методу в комп’ютерних іграх. Також у роботі запропоновано метод якісної візуалізації 
великих безперервних просторів 3D рослинності. 

Keywords: mip-mapping, height maps, irregular mesh, vegetation. 
Ключові слова: MIP-текстурування, карти висот, нерегулярна сітка, рослинність 
 
1. Introduction 
There have been remarkable advances in image generation since paper “Pyramidal Parametrics” [1] – or have there been? 

Although paper [1] is best remembered for its introduction of texture MIP-mapping, a method intended to increase image-
generation speed and reduce rendering artifacts; it also introduced pyramidal data structures, parametric interpolation, highlight 
anti-aliasing and levels of detail in surface representation. MIP is an acronym for multum in parvo – Latin for “much in little”. 

The paper [1] planted the seeds and set everything in place to allow image generators to process and render the entire 
Earth’s surface, imagery and terrain skin. At the time the paper was written, the only things missing to implement Earth 
coverage were computing power, input/output bandwidth, graphics processing units (GPUs) and techniques to deal with large 
data sets. 

One such technique was put forth in paper [2]. The paper proposed a method to structure very large textures such that an 
image generator could page –in- only the visible portion of the texture’s entire MIP-map, simplifying the texture paging 
process and enabling the creation of large, geospecific-imagery-based terrain databases.  

Modern graphics accelerators for personal computers allow you to solve problems that require the generation of images of 
the visual environment of photographic quality in real time. High-quality visualization of large continuous spaces of 3D 
vegetation is one of the requirements when creating most land transport simulators, as well as many virtual reality applications. 
Representation of large forest spaces in the form of free-standing tree models that have an acceptable visual quality for close-
up display from the observer, it is impossible due to the huge number of primitives required for visualization. The 
representation of large areas of the forest, in the form of a textured surface, which is acceptable for visualizing a forest located 
far from the observer, becomes unacceptable as you approach it. Thus, it is necessary to have a continuous representation of 
the 3D vegetation visual model, which allows, on the one hand, displaying them in real time using modern graphics 
accelerators, and having, on the other hand, an acceptable visual quality at all levels. the visualization space. As well in this 
paper, we present a method for high-quality visualization of large continuous spaces of 3D vegetation, which allows you to 
evenly distribute the visualization load between the CPU and GPU. 

2. Triangulated Irregular mesh 
Most GPU-s have used MIP-mapping and derived techniques only to texture terrain and three-dimensional models. They 

also offer various paging schemes allowing the efficient rendering of large, high fidelity, geospecific-imagery-based terrain 
databases. Most do not, however, use MIP-mapping techniques to create and render terrain skins. There are two major reasons 
for this: First, it is often believed that image-generator performance is directly proportional to the number of polygons in a 
rendered scene; second, to enhance the accuracy of the terrain, 2-D features such as roads, rivers and lakes are integrated in the 
terrain. 

To reduce the number of rendered polygons, current state-of-the-art visual databases are built using a tiled triangulated 
irregular network to represent their terrain skin. Triangulated irregular network are created using digital elevation maps 
constrained by 2-D vector information in the form of point features, lineal features and aerial features. In those databases, 
terrain is usually stored as tiled blocks with few levels of detail – typically, three or four. Triangulated irregular network have 
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the advantage of accurately positioning terrain peaks and valleys. They also allow fine resolution and coarser resolution 
features, such as winding rivers on rolling hill terrain, to coexist while maintaining a low polygonal count.  

Triangulated irregular network has major drawbacks, however. It is difficult to seamlessly connect the different terrain 
levels of detail without creating cracks in the terrain. Some terrain creation techniques force the terrain to “pop” between levels 
of detail. Other techniques have the levels of detail blend in through transparency gradation. These techniques drastically 
increase the polygonal count and create unsightly artifacts, such as sudden terrain shifts and imagery blur, in the rendered 
scene. Constrained triangulated irregular network terrain is created using algorithms derived from Delaunay triangulation [3]. 
These triangulation techniques are computationally intensive and cannot be performed at runtime as part of an image-generator 
operation. 

3. MIP-mapped Terrain 
Today, most image generators are built using commercially available GPUs, which can process polygons at a rate 

exceeding hundreds of millions of polygons per second. There is a catch, however. These extreme rates can sustained only if 
the texture, color and material are the same for all polygons – that is, if all polygons are rendered within the same graphic state. 
The rendering rate is reduced to 100,000 polygons per second if each polygon is rendered in its own graphic state. Thus, the 
limiting factor is no longer the polygon but the graphic state. To take advantage of GPU polygonal processing capabilities, the 
number of graphic states must be reduced at the expense of higher polygonal count. Future GPU development will also 
increase polygonal rendering rates faster than graphic state switching rates. 

One method to handle rendering terrain while optimally feeding the graphics pipeline was described in [4]. The author 
exploits the ideas set non-polygonal terrain. Terrain generation follows a technique similar to texture MIP-map generation. 
High-frequency content is removed as coarser terrain resolutions are generated, resulting in smoother transitions between 
levels of detail. 

Flight training and, more specifically, helicopter flight training require high-resolution terrain and imagery. Terrain grid 
post spacing and imagery texels spanning less than 0.027 arc-seconds (about one foot) will become more and more common. 
To efficiently use GPUs to render terrain elevation and terrain imagery at those fine resolutions, we have to use methods to 
generate extremely large grids of terrain skin and extremely large terrain imagery textures in a structure that allows an image 
generator to seamlessly load portions of the textured skin around the viewpoint. We need a virtual MIP-map of the terrain 
elevation and a virtual MIP-map of the imagery. 

Using the techniques discussed in [4] – creating non-polygonal MIP-map terrain – will reduced rendering artifacts and will 
allow us to render visual databases at finer resolutions than could previously be done. 

4. Polygonal terrain 
Regular grid could be square, hexagonal, or triangular and so on. For Cartesian coordinate system most natural is square 

grid with axis collinear cell sides and grid-aligned origin. Let us call this grid regular and all other – irregular. “Most” an 
irregular is grid with randomly spaced nodes. Others could have other kind of irregularity: square grid rotated, or shifted 
relatively to coordinate system, or with independently shifted nodes. Some properties of these grids are “regular”, and we can 
use them for irregular grids evaluation. Generally, to achieve higher compression it takes more processing resources (time, 
memory), including decompression. In our case, compression factor is a number of IG input triangles under irregular grid 
model with respect to that of regular grid terrain model.  

Regular grid has fixed sampling rate for each LOD. In this case, LODi is a set of triangles, which approximates terrain so 
as the maximum error is not higher than appropriate constant.                             

Irregular grid has fixed bandwidth, and LOD with the same maximum error could have fewer nodes in this case. Here 
LODi is represented by set of triangles, organized in clusters so as for each of them, maximum approximation error is between 
current LOD maximum and next LOD maximum.                               

Irregular grid bandwidth wideness has two consequences. Each LOD can have “built-in” (implicit) surface roughness [5] 
and therefore database volume could be reduced.  

For regular grid, the maximum amount of memory also could be specified, because of limited mountain's height. If this 
limit is 300m for 10m space frequency then regular and irregular grids will introduce the same error at regular cell size 8 times 
less than that of irregular. The later gives us a difference in triangles number about 64 times. This is in accordance with [12].   

Rendering photo-realistic, complex terrain features at interactive rates requires innovative techniques. A polygonal model 
and geometric pipeline can be used but this introduces massive storage requirements and, ideally, a parallel implementation of 
the algorithm. However, features with high spatial frequency context (ridgelines and canyons) require large numbers of 
polygons to meet a specified level of terrain accuracy.  Using traditional polygonal representation for the example complex 
surface give rise to a range of problems such as visible surface determination, depth complexity handling, controlling levels of 
details, clipping polygons by viewing frustum, geometry transformations of large number of polygons [7-15]. 

Numerous methods for rendering height-based terrain surfaces have been developed [16]. Databases for terrain use DEM 
(digital elevation model) models. This standard is designed by U.S. Geological Survey and, on essences, is a table of heights 
terrain with counting out through 7.5 or 15 minutes. DEM model consists of two files, binary file of data in which recorded 
heights in the manner of 16- bit fixed numbers, and head file which describes a format of record of numbers used in the file of 
data (BigEndian or SmallEndian ), but in the same way area on terrestrial surface which describe heights in the file of data. 
The continuous level of detail algorithm takes a two-part approach in which terrain is first divided into blocks for which a 
detail level can be selected at a coarse granularity [17]. The real-time optimally adapting meshes algorithm builds upon the 
algorithm [17] by organizing terrain meshes into a triangle bintree structure [18]. Geomorphing to the continuous level of 
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detail algorithms described in [19]. The progressive mesh technique was extended to height-based terrain, and it enables 
smooth view-dependent terrain rendering with geomorphs [20].  

The terrain relief shown in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1. – Top view of the landscape 

5. 3D vegetation visualization 
The method consists of two views: a forest view in the foreground, a forest view in the foreground, and a transition from 

one view to another.  
In the distance, a forest can be represented as a 3D model of the earth, textured with a corresponding texture, but this 

representation does not have the necessary volume, which is typical for a forest. To add volume, the method proposed in [21] 
was used to visualize the fur. In this case, the forest is represented by a set of layers that repeat the geometry of the earth, and 
are shifted relative to it either up or in the direction of the normal for the corresponding distances. In order not to drill down on 
the geometry of the forest layers at the same time as detailing the geometry of the earth, and in order 

to avoid excessive growth of the database volume, the geometry of the layers was generated using Vertex Shader from the 
earth geometry when displayed. Each of the layers is textured with a special 

texture representing a horizontal slice of one or more trees. To add more volume, the textures of the lower layers are 
darkened. To achieve greater visual diversity, the forest layers are also textured with another texture GT , which uses RGB 
channels to color the trees, and A channel to "cut out" the glades. 

In addition, the same texture, with the same texture coordinates as on the layers, is also used to visualize the earth. The final 
color of the i-th layer of trees is calculated using the formula 

GCTTC 2                                                                                      (1) 

GAAA TTC                                                                                     (2) 
The spatial distribution of trees can be set using the formula 

1

02
1 n

i
ACD                                                                                   (3) 

However, when using this method on the silhouettes of mountains, as well as when the direction of view is parallel to the 
forest layers, visual artifacts appear. 

In order to hide most of these artifacts, it was proposed to use a system of vertical fences. Fences are a set of vertical two-
sided faces generated on edges 3D models of terrain and trees with a characteristic height. Fences are textured with the ET  
texture, which is a vertical cut of one or more trees. To reduce 

visual differences between the layers of the forest and vertical fences on fence superimposed with the same texture 
coordinates on the earth and on layers of the forest, GT  texture and texture coordinates ET  for the texture's selected in order as 
accurately as possible to match the texture of the spatial distribution trees. In addition, to avoid visual differences in the 
lighting of the fences, the normal to the fences used for lighting is either directed vertically upwards or perpendicular the 
terrain on which the fence is located. The final color of the vertical fences is calculated using the formula 

GETTC 2                                                                                     (4) 

GAEA TTC                                                                                    (5) 
In order to reduce the number of faces forming a system of vertical fences, fences are generated only on those edges of the 

terrain where the angle between the faces containing this edge is less than the critical angle. The critical angle is chosen 
empirically depending on the nature of the terrain for which the fence system is generated. Also from the system completely 
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transparent fences are excluded, i.e. those fences that completely fall into the clearing. When using a vertical fence system, 
when the orientation of the fence is parallel to the direction of view, visual artifacts associated with trilinear texture filtering 
appear. In order to get rid of such artifacts, the dependence of the transparency of vertical fences on the angle between the 
tangent to the fence and the direction to the observer is introduced. 

The transparency is calculated at each vertex of the fence using the Vertex Shader and interpolated inside the face. By 
combining fences with close tangents into groups and preserving the tangent cone for each of the groups, you can perform 
early rejection of completely transparent groups of fences. 

The described representation of large forest spaces, in the form of a combination of a system of layers and vertical fences, 
is only applicable for displaying distant plans, so it is necessary to smoothly control the transparency of this representation of 
the forest, depending on distances to the observer. In addition, to reduce the artifacts associated with clipping the geometry of 
the far clipping plane, the transparency of the forest layers, the vertical fence system, and the ground increases as you approach 
the far clipping plane. 

To represent the forest near the observer, a set of three-dimensional models of trees placed on the terrain is used [22]. The 
transition to the view in the background is carried out through a smooth change in the transparency of three-dimensional trees. 
In this case, the transparency changes as follows 

s

e
ddif
ddifA 1

0                                                                             (6) 

where d is the distance to the observer, sd is the distance between start and layers fence, ed  is the distance between the 
layers and fence fully appeared. 

For additional optimization, the system of layers and vertical fences is divided into spatial groups, and if this group is 
completely transparent, it is not visualized grouping is used to discard faces that are not in the viewport. 

Moreover, since the area of disappearance of three-dimensional models of trees, and the area of appearance of forest layers 
and vertical fences overlap, the number of visual artifacts that appear when the observer moves is minimal. 

To reduce the visual artifacts associated with the transition from one view to another 
, the tree models are arranged according to the distribution texture, the color of the tree is determined by the GT  texture , 

and the tree itself is illuminated according to the normal to the terrain at the point at which the tree is placed. 
Three-dimensional tree models can be visualized in n calls to the GPU, where n is proportional to the number of trees that 

need to be displayed at a given time. Since the number of trees to display is large enough, this approach leads to a significant 
performance decrease. On the other hand, at the preparation stage, you can combine three-dimensional tree models into groups 
to visualize them in a single call to the graphics accelerator, but this approach leads to a significant increase in the volume of 
the database. 

Therefore, at the preparation stage, the forest is spatially divided into kd-tree, so that the leaf of the tree is either empty, i.e. 
does not contain any trees, or contains as many trees as possible. Each non-empty leaf contains several trees, defined by their 
position relative to the borders of the leaf, the normal to the surface at a given point, the color of the tree, and the number of the 
three-dimensional model in the list of all tree models. Moreover, to save disk space, the position and normal were set with 
reduced accuracy. At the mapping stage, the kd-tree is recursively traversed, and if a node does not fall within the scope, then 
it and its descendants are not traversed. All three-dimensional tree models from visible and non-empty nodes kd-tree, collected, 
sorted in the order " from depth to yourself” and are rendered in a single call to the GPU.  

 
Fig. 2. – Mountain road with forest 

Conclusion 
The main merits of proposed approach are the following: reduction of the load on the CPU and decrease of data flow from 

it to the GPU. The corresponding traversing of the scene and the set of masks provide the right priority order. Rendering 
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method, described above, uses a GPU for most of the calculations. We can use parallel calculations in GPU to accelerate 
rendering. We successfully integrated proposed visualization method into the standard rendering pipeline. Verify the 
performance for the different scenes. For considered tests the application with GPU average ten times faster, than the version 
using only CPU.  

A method of continuous detailing of three-dimensional vegetation models in virtual reality systems has also been 
developed, which has an acceptable visual quality at any distance from the observer. 

The proposed method takes into account the features of the architecture of modern GPUs and allows you to distribute the 
load on the display between the CPU and GPU. In this case, the method does not require significant resources for visualization. 

The implementation of the method showed that the visualization of a wooded surface area is 10000x10000 on an Intel Core 
2 CPU E8400 3.0 GHz, and a GeForce 8800 GTX it was happening at a speed of ≈60 frames per second. This speed in most 
cases is sufficient for the effective application of the method in computer games. 
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